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that the degree was so great as to constitute a difference in
kind. The Conservative emphasis he described as not being
directed so much at making war less likely as upon being sure
of winning the war when it came.  The emphasis on the
Liberal and Labour side of the House, he suggested, was to
make the contingency of war improbable altogether. The
distinction involved vital differences of policy. The Conser-
vative implication was that every time we sacrificed any free-
dom of action, we sacrificed a useful tool of defence. Angell
desired to move as rapidly as may be towards an international
order, not from any abstract ideal considerations, but because
only in the creation of it could this country find security in
the vital processes by which it lives.  The moral of the old
order was that we had to burn down our house in order to
prevent it being robbed.
He developed with astonishing skill his famous thesis on
the fallacy of defence. Kellogg had suggested that the test of
a. defensive war was resistance to invasion, but that was to
condemn every foreign war in which America had been en-
gaged. * Look at our own history. We are very proud of it,
and as an Englishman I am prepared to plead that all our
wars were defensive. I want to keep out the ironic note, be-
cause the more you take the view that our wars were truly
defensive, the more you are piling up the argument to sign
the Optional Clause.' Apart from Greenland, Great Britain
itself was the only country over the past eight hundred years
in which a British army had not fought a foreign foe. The
old order defied both arithmetic and morals.  * On behalf of
your own security you must always be claiming rights you
will not accord to the other fellow.' We had an interest in
internationalism beyond the prevention of war. There were
seven thousand miles more of tariff wall since the war—the
result of the nationalist impulse as opposed to the inter-
national habit of mind. In a whole range of human aflairs
the factor which made the difference between what was prac-
tical and what was not was the factor of the human will. If
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